
Response to COVID-19 
Faculty and Staff Survey Report 

 

Q5 - Is there anything else you’d like to tell about the way the College has responded to 
COVID-19 and your faculty/staff experience this spring?  What other ways can we help at 
this time? 

no 

They appear to be doing as much as possible 

unclear messages at the beginning of the pandemic; students were sent home and faculty and staff had to remain 
on campus!  This was extremely dangerous putting many who were in high risk categories in danger.  There was no 
sanitizing or disinfection.  ELearning did an incredible job but needed more support and more staff to help 
professors.  Students were ill-equipped to deal with online instruction if they were used to face-t-face. 

It went well overall. 

Palm Beach State responded remarkably fast to the challenge of finishing the Semester for not only the graduating 
students but the continuing students as well! The College 
I wish we would have went remote sooner than we did. I felt it was only done to follow suit instead of taking 
precautions beforehand. Knowing someone that had it was at the campus same days I was inflicted alot of stress of 
myself and my family for the next few weeks given the fact that I just had surgery therefore my immune system was 
lower than average. I do however appreciate the opportunity we have to work remotely, so many have lost all their 
income. I have lost my 2nd income but I am happy to still have this one. 
Overall, given the circumstances, the College did a good job of consistently communicating with everyone via 
alerts/Covid updates which helped a great deal. However, there were missed opportunities to directly inform staff 
and students within identified buildings/facilities that may have been exposed as a result of faculty/staff testing 
positive for COVID. 

We should have closed sooner and followed FAU. It shouldn’t have been suggested that we were at low risk. 

Continuity of hours for regular PT employees, where possible. The LG campus has more PT employees where other 
campuses have FT, so more people lost hours, and there are fewer employees from LG to complete the work. 
I'm so grateful that you established a business account with Zoom.  It has been invaluable to enable connection with 
students and between students.  I've held sessions about every other week just so we can talk. 

Extremely disappointed in the lack of college concern for keeping or caring about adjunct instructors. 

offer support rather than criticism 

Remote Desktop does not work well. The rds. version is slow or stops working during peak times 

I think the college handled it as well as we could. Time to get back to some normalcy while still taking precautions. 

Heard that some staff on campus have NOT received gloves, masks & alcohol wipes, namely those in Receiving.  This 
is upsetting to hear, I thought PBSC would do better than that. 

If the college has to have full class sizes, so every seat is full, I think it will more dangerous 

I'm not sure I understand "anything else" You didn’t ask any questions about how I feel about the way the college 
handled/is handling the situation. 
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I am grateful to still be working, and how quickly the arrangement to work from home was put in place. However, I 
have felt overwhelmed with the amount of work we have been asked to do since going remote. In some ways, it is 
as if work never ends because I have received notifications after hours and feel as if there is no work/ home balance. 
Amazing job considering the unknowns; builds confidence in proactive approach to next steps and best ways to 
carry on. 

Have a fund for staff that need assistance. 

I am very concerned about faculty/staff/students well being when we all return to our campuses. What is our 
college doing to insure everyone’s safety against the Corona virus? 
A great decision was made to close the College so that the virus doesn’t spread. However, it I was a difficult 
transition to start working remotely. 
Communicate with us directly. No more of this trickle down method of telling deans & associate deans & 
department chairs & faculty. This doesn’t work. I have heard about 10 different things that were wrong before 
things were clarified directly by administration. 

I don't have enough resources for my position 

The biggest challenge faced (and ongoing) is students who either don't have a computer or don't have a webcam, 
both of which are required to ensure academic integrity. 
Providing a retroactive stipend to acquire supplies.  Very quickly I realized the need to invest in white boards and 
related supplies to stay on task with deadlines.  Technology for these purposes has limitations.  The college has done 
a good job in ensuring access to software, but for mental providing subscription services on a short-term basis or 
even at a reduced rate would have been extremely valuable for decompressing and coping with the stress of remote 
learning and demands coupled with other stressors like family, would also provide some short-term financial relief 
for those of us who have subscription services for these reasons. 
I was not thrilled that I had to reach out to Facilities to request wipes and gloves (masks were sadly not available) for 
members of my team who have to come in once or twice weekly to process payments/checks. I felt this should have 
been addressed from above. Facilities was wonderful and provided supplies immediately upon request. Additionally, 
the College should have allowed Finance staff who needed monitors to borrow one or two monitors to more 
effectively do their work. 
I wish that when a building was exposed, that data came in a lot quicker. When a building was exposed I would here 
it first from the staff members to aware us. Thanks to them for their good humanity I was able to not go in this 
buildings. 
Overall, I was satisfied with the new program (Blackboard Collaborative Ultra) and my ability to teach my students 
interactively. However, the transition was very complex and chaotic. I received so many emails from IT that it was 
hard to know where to start to learn this program. In fact, in the end, I spent at least 40 hours--of course, all unpaid, 
since I am an adjunct--learning the basics of the program. The seminars were not provided in a systematic order 
(beginning; intermediate; advanced). And there were no instructions for us as faculty about how the student were 
going to access and use the program. Fortunately, one of my colleagues created a video that I could send my 
students to encourage them to try out the system. As a result, 90% of my students showed up the first day online in 
my online classroom. In addition, it was very difficult to get online support to questions or problems that came up. 
There was no 24/7 hotline for our Blackboard or other IT problems. We have had to make appointments with the 
small PBSC Help Desk Staff for general questions--and emergencies. It is my understanding that this staff is too small 
(5-7 people) -hardly enough to serve a faculty of 1500, plus the entire student body (since they do not have a 
separate phone -in number for IT problems right now.) In addition, there were many new features of Collaborate to 
explore which have taken me many more unpaid hours to learn. With over 70% of the faculty part-time at PBSC, it 
would seem in the college's best interests to treat their adjuncts more fairly and reimburse them for extra time 
spent learning new programs. In addition, part-time faculty with experience and understanding of the PBSC system 
and students should be more highly valued by the administration, deans, etc. These people are the core of 
education for most student attending the college. 

Bonuses 
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Ensuring that staff members remain employed would provide excellent emotional relief considering the uncertain 
climate. 

Disappointed by poor effort to save part-time staff from furlough. 

Interim Dean Gingras has been doing a fantastic job in communicating with faculty.  However, I would like to hear 
more from upper level administration especially our VPAA. 
lack of communication form administration and how to handle specific circumstances, clinical  rotations for health 
professions 
For the last four weeks I didn’t get any response from our program coordinator! My one course has been canceled 
for this term! If there is going to be any online Course in Future, if so, will the adjuncts be trained?  Thank you! 

Adequate compensation 

The college did its best with the uncertainty of it all, but it was very stressful to not have been more proactive. Some 
of us were kept in the dark about so much and just was going day to day not knowing anything. 

N/A 

NA 

Be a more decisive, quicker 

Adjunct appreciation was limited to pictures and bios of a handful of adjuncts. No recognition would almost be 
better considering the low pay and lack of security. 
Dear President Parker, I know this is a survey, but I don’t think I can be short and sweet as I have several concerns 
regarding our nursing program (ADN). I feel this is my time to speak out, so I hope you take the time to read this. • 
Colleges response to COVID-19: As far as the college responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, I think it did an 
appropriate job with closure of on campus activities. Offering emotional support services and laptop computers 
available to students who needed them was appreciated (and much needed) as well. Since our program semester 
involves clinical, theory, skills, and simulation experiences, we cannot just make blanket statements. Each area 
needs to be addressed separately. Emails to the college’s entire student body was very confusing for our students in 
the nursing program. This resulted in a huge increase in emails from the students to the faulty. Also, reduction in the 
number of school days effects the nursing program in more ways than you may be aware of. If there is a change, 
there is a domino effect with regards to the 2-3 corequisite courses (theory, clinical, skills). One thing effects the 
other. For example, deleting Development Day does not necessarily help other corequisite courses. The faculty from 
each semester looks at the corequisite courses and how the change will affect each. Then as a team, decisions are 
made. Recommendation: Update the program director, then let the director send appropriate information to our 
students. • Transitioning the Clinical experience to an online experience: This was a huge challenge for all the 
nursing faculty. Without proper resources such a virtual simulation (vSim), it was quite the challenge to meet the 
objectives for the clinical experience. I believe the reason we don’t have this resource is because of the cost to 
students, no tuition increases (?). I appreciate the concern; however, we cannot provide what our students need 
without the proper resources.  Nursing policies and procedures are forever changing based on the evidence we 
receive through research. Nursing education changes as well. Virtual simulations in the classroom has been 
recommended for many years now. With a virtual simulation, students must use critical reasoning, decision making 
and communication skills which meets our clinical objectives.  Nursing education best practices include vSim in the 
classroom. Nursing requirements such as Basic Life Support & Neonatal Resuscitation have been using vSim along 
with pre & post simulation tests for several years already. It has become the norm.  Recommendation: Please, help 
us add this to our student and faculty resources ASAP. If we had virtual simulations already at hand to use in the 
classroom, the transition to online clinical experiences would have been smoother for both the student AND the 
faculty.  • Fast forward to Fall 2020: Our students may not be allowed into the facilities for their clinical experiences. 
I am sure we won’t know this until the summer’s end. Your nursing faculty need to prepare an alternative option if 
the students are not allowed in the clinical setting.  To get through this semester, our Evolve representative released 
(free of charge) a new course for us to use (Simulation Learning System [SLS]) as an option for the clinical 
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experience. With that we were extremely grateful. However, this will not be an option in the fall.  If the PBSC 
simulation lab is opened to our students, this may be an option. However, we do NOT have enough space. The 
nursing department has currently been running 3 different simulations (3 groups each), 4 days a week per semester. 
On Wednesdays & Thursdays we have one group in the evening as well. If we cannot send students to the clinical 
setting, what are we to do? There is also an additional need for private debriefing rooms as well (to accommodate 
about 10 people). This has been a challenge for the last 2 semesters. Recommendation: We need more simulation 
space. But this needs to be set up now, as we need an alternative plan. The start of the semester is way to busy to 
add any more planning and changes for the faculty. We are planning now before May 11. Is increasing the 
simulation space a real option? • Fall telecasting to Belle Glade: To accommodate the telecasting to Belle Glade, we 
use 3-4 microphones in the classroom (AH101) which are passed around from student to student. The handheld and 
“cue ball” mics need to be placed near the speakers’ mouth. If these mics are not used, the students in Belle Glade 
cannot hear us. This will not be an option in the Fall. Recommendation: Cease telecasting to Belle Glade. In past 
student surveys, both Belle Glade & LW students expressed frustration and discontent with telecasting anyway. 
Information is missed. Belle Glade faculty would have to facilitate their own class; same as Evening/Weekend faculty 
has to do in Lake Worth. • College Cleanliness in general: I have been at the college for 10 years or more. I started 
out as a clinical adjunct and have been full time faculty since 2017. Since I started employment at the college, I have 
ALWAYS been concerned about the enormous number of students in and out of our skills lab (AH102), simulation lab 
(ETA246, & 248), Testing lab (AH208) & classroom (AH101) with regards to spreading infection.  As a nurse, you see 
everything differently. I see so many hands touching the same surfaces every day…manikins, microphones, 
equipment, computers, and so on. As I see it, the college needs to make changes prior to returning to the college. 
COVID-19 along with the flu season will be our challenges for Fall 2020. Recommendation: Foam hand sanitizer 
dispensers (not hand gel) at the entrance of every area I mentioned above. As a nurse, we “foam in and foam out” of 
each patient’s room. This would be an excellent routine for our nursing students to get used to as it develops muscle 
memory and stops the spread of infection. To me, this is a priority regardless of COVID-19. It will help stop the 
spread of influenza, and even the common cold. • Cleanliness of our building: I was disappointed at the condition 
my new office was in when I received it. It was not cleaned out nor cleaned since the last faculty member left it. The 
carpet dirty and stained. When do they ever get cleaned? To this day, they don’t even get vacuumed! I asked for my 
carpet to be removed, but it has not. We were asked a year ago who was interested in getting their office painted. 
Many of us responded, but to this date, not one room has been painted. Even more so, I was embarrassed when I 
was the mentor for one of our new faculty members and she received her office in worse condition than mine was 
in! The previous person was in that office for years. It took this new hire two days to clean out her new office! Her 
office chair was stained, and she wouldn’t even sit in it. Yes, we were able to get a new used chair. But this shouldn’t 
need to be asked for.  Recommendation: When someone retires/leaves the college, the office should be cleaned 
out, carpets cleaned, and walls painted. This welcomes the new faculty. It should be an established routine that the 
person in charge of the program needs to only report the room as vacated, and the college takes it from there. This 
will also keep the building maintained. This job does not need to be placed on faculty that are already overburdened 
with work. • Faculty overextended: As you heard from our faculty at the meetings we had with you last semester, 
we are very overburdened. I can attest that ALL of us in this program have been working way more than 35 
hours/week. That was BEFORE the COVID pandemic. This through us over the edge.  o Work days have become 12 
hours days 7 days. Our students are in a forward motion. We cannot postpone anything, as the work is sequential. 
We have MANY moving parts and need to work as a team. I think we proved that this semester!  o Faculty needs 
overload to cover living expenses in the county. I know you have heard this before. But it is detrimental to our 
health right now. The stress level is extremely high, but we keep moving forward to get the students through 
because we care. o  We mentor each and every student. Some of them many times a semester. This semester, even 
more!  o We were forced to learn an awful lot due to COVID. All of what I wanted to learn all along but had not a 
minute to do so.  o This is so difficult for me to say, because it is not how I am, but we need compensation. o The 
professional development at the college is great, but not conducive to our nursing schedule. Recommendation:  o 
Plead with the board or whoever needs to know that our faculty needs help financially. I am not a political person, 
so I do not know who needs to hear this. If the college receives stimulus money, don’t forget your faculty that 
worked so hard to keep the college online and functioning. o Our director, Dr. Copeland, is fantastic and more than 
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supportive, but how can she work with no one above her or below her to assist. She now has an office assistant, but 
new and needs orientation. We need to fill our gaps in administration to support our program. Dr. Copeland took 
the director position and has met with one obstacle after another, starting with 6 faculty positions empty. Now she 
isn’t just over the ADN program, but all PCA, LPN as well. How is that possible without supportive administration?  o 
No funding for professional development?? We need it back. The NCLEX (Nursing licensure testing) is changing very 
soon. We need education on new testing procedures. o Our program will be up for accreditation soon. We need 
vSim resources to keep us current with the times. We need down time to meet with each other to ready ourselves 
for this accreditation. I am sorry this is so lengthy, but I feel you need to know about our program. As president, you 
do make me feel as though I can come to you with these concerns. I know your hands are tied in some of these 
issues, but you need to be our political voice. Our nursing program supports the college. Please come and visit the 
Allied Health building often. Get to know us. We have an awesome, dedicated team of professional nurses. Please 
help us in any way you can. 
I think a $50.00 stipend makes sense for every week are using are own home running are own AC, buying office 
supplies and using are own computers. 

Transparency is important for all departments to operate optimally. 

You are doing the best you can pertaining to this present situation. 

we need to make a decision for FA classes since opening registration on May 11 is coming soon 

Shift to remote work has had little impact on my role.  Our department continues to work effectively, collaborate 
often, meet deadlines.  Maintaining effective access through technology and software is most helpful. Thanks. 
I have really appreciated the constant communication via emails, the great support in the technology/E-learning 
Departments and the uplifting tone of all the emails, especially those related to Wellness. Thank you so much. 

Help converting from on-campus class to on-line class. 

Why did you suspend the fully online classes?  Added burden. 

Open back up 

The transition for all students, faculty and staff to be remote was the RIGHT thing to do. PLEASE do not have anyone 
come back to soon. We are already transitioned to remote work/learning, so there is no harm in being cautious. 
Those of us with small children and elderly family members to care for will be greatly burdened if we all come back 
to soon. 
Yes, Chief D. Bush is about action. She has been supportive of the entire PBSC. Kinfof rolling up her sleeves and 
helping  to get the job done-not sitting at home pressing the computer's enter button.  Please encourage her to 
keep up the great work.  Thanks Ms. Bush for being supportive of ALL PBSC. 
As a tutor at the Boca Raton campus math lab, I believe that the college response to the COVID-19 did not show 
compassion and support to many of us. The SLC suddenly closed its doors on March 18th, and many of the tutors are 
laid-off even though we were available to continue working remotely. Many other businesses offered some types of 
relief by providing a two-week pay to those laid-off because they understand it is not the time to try to maximize 
profit or manage budget. Unfortunately, PBSC did not care at all about us. We did not have any support since March 
18th. How do we educate our students to be compassionate if we cannot even show it for our own colleagues? 
There has been a lack of communication. Employee's are not finding out about possible cases in any way other than 
word of mouth.  There should be a daily e-mail that informs everyone about possible cases and what area's of the 
campus should be avoided. 

n/a 

I would have liked us to be able to transition to remote work sooner than we did because it forced me to interact 
with the general public longer than I felt comfortable doing. I have appreciated the efforts to support us to remote 
work since we have transitioned. 
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Providing resources for students. Keeping employees in the loop of possible options moving forward. Recognizing 
the impact and time to covert to remote. Having more appreciation for faculty. All of this plus low morale at the 
college is extremely stressful. We are trying to keep it together for our students but not much consideration of 
impact on faculty and staff 

n/a 

For faculty already teaching on-line, the transition to remote learning was smooth. The one thing I would like to see 
is regular Faculty involvement in administrative decision making.  Every decision affects us and our students, and it is 
good when our representatives are invited to the table when decisions are being made. 

no 

The college has taken all the precautionary steps. 

The College has been very diligent following all the guidelines to protect students, Faculty and staff. 

Remote Teaching has been a very positive experience for myself as well as the students. 

It takes time to make decisions; however, the way the decisions have been communicated have not been consistent 
and have been left up to our supervisors relating the message. The consistency of the messaging has not been there, 
where another group on another campus has received something different. 

Premature political decisions that ignore science and causes unnecessary loss of life. 

Stay in touch with everyone on a regular basis. 

They have been wonderful and supportive like a family. 

Student workers can continue to get paid during the summer 

In general, I felt very support by my administrators at the college as we transitioned to remote and online teaching.  
I would like to see decisions made about the fall term in a timely fashion so that we can better plan ahead. 

The college responded quickly while caring for all aspects of functioning. 

Awareness that not everyone will feel comfortable returning to work when the governor deems safe.  Classes are 
online/remote for the summer.  Allow flexibility for staff to remain remote if they work with their health care 
provider and supervisor.  We have proven our ability to productively work from home. 
The college was too reactive, as usual. Rather than be decisive, the college waited to see what other schools did. 
What are we afraid of? Also, President Parker has been absent. During this crisis, we should have received an email 
or video message from her on a regular basis. 

Stop using Zoom. It isn't secure. It isn't encrypted and I don't know what the fuck Ken Libutti is thinking. 

providing financial support and provide us with better sever to do our job effectively remotely. 

I have a great appreciation for public higher education, and know how education impacts a society/health. Please 
continue to grow and allow access. 

college has done an excellent job 

The majority of math students were ill prepared for on class. Their technology and or knowledge of the technology 
was unable to keep  Some of the tutors were also unprepared in the same way. Also the physical connection is a 
major missing piece for some. 

Please provide a minimum of 30 hours pay per month (May, June, July) months to assist 

This crisis was addressed and handled well. IT did a great job setting up Blackboard access and admin has kept in 
touch. 
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The Student Learning Center responded in a way that imposed work schedules on staff. Management did not 
consider staff's schedules (before COVID-19) or their availability when assigning them to new work shifts. And they 
were inflexible in working with staff to assign them schedules that better accommodated for the changes they 
experienced as a result of COVID-19 (i.e., family responsibilities). Management told staff that if they were unable to 
work the hours that they were assigned, then they would not work. They refused to change the schedules that they 
imposed on staff. If staff were unable to work the hours they were given, they were basically told “too bad, too sad,” 
and they were put out of a job. Overall, the Student Learning Center management and the College administration 
treats part-time learning specialists and tutors in a way that makes them feel devalued and disincentivized to offer 
the academic support that Palm Beach State students badly need. It has been no different during the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Another issue has been the use of the video chat app Zoom. Zoom has vulnerabilities reported on a 
weekly basis. There have been numerous security issues reported since it became the video chat app of choice as a 
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Is IT management not aware of these issues or are they looking the other way? 
These are real security concerns that the College has exposed students, faculty, and staff to. 

Great weekly updates 

no 

Even though there are emails, we need to send text messages/phone calls sometimes. 

The college responded in appropriate time with the online course. 

Given the current circumstances, I believe the college responded well. 

Nothing comes to mind at the moment. 

The college has been very supportive in this traumatic time.  I very much appreciate having the opportunity to work 
remotely.  I also am grateful for all the updates and emailed health reminders we have received.  Knowing that the 
college cares about it's students and staff means a lot! 
Too late. Students should not have returned to campus from Spring Break. Empty promises of returning to classes in 
the Fall, without any evidence of a letup in the pandemic or a vaccine imminent is problematic. 

One cannot over-communicate basically 

I think the college was slow to shut down and go remote. I don't think the tutors were cared for. The attitude is that 
we are important only when needed and the college is always the priority. It's shameful that during these difficult 
times, the college is focused on their bottom line. What about the lives of all the tutors that the reduced hours have 
affected? We aren't even considered staff. We are technically temporary OPS hires. It's not right. We are important 
in the education of students. 
During this crisis, I feel that faculty, staff, and students have been brought closer together--we have come to 
increasingly rely on one another for support--even though we are more physically distant. 

The response has been exemplary! 

It would be nice if the college provide stimulus check to both fulltime and part time faculty for the additional hours 
of extra work they spent for transition for virtual teaching. 
I find working in central facilities other employees hand sanitizer spray and I got nothing nobody told me about any 
of it found out watching other employees with hand sanitizer in my supervisor haven't told me anything 
Can E-Learning provide us with a look at how other faculty set up their courses for remote learning?  I'm especially 
concerned about ENC 1102. 

Be appreciative of how hard your faculty has worked to save this semester! 

PBSC has offered much support through this challenging time, 

my experience has been very good so far considering the circumstances. 
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Maintain social distancing and work from home model until Remdesivir is readily available, over the counter. 

Appreciate the updates and the flexibility to serve our students. 

I love the constant communication, but there has been uncertainty as to what hours I'll be able to receive come the 
summer semester. 

Resume negotiation with UFF. 

The college needs to give health insurance to every worker at the College: Part-time or full time workers. When we 
begin teaching face to face we are on the front line of getting the virus. We all need health care. 

I would say everyone is doing the they providing the tools necessary to proceed with the job. 

They have done a great job under tough circumstances. Some sort of grade forgiveness policy will probably be 
helpful for students that will need to repeat the course. 
There needed to be more direct SUPPORTIVE communication from senior management to faculty. Without 
professors, PBSC would have STOPPED functioning, and our students would have been out of an education. Are you 
planning to compensate us for all of this extra work? Are you willing to finally give us a raise that actually respects 
us? 

Wait until this darkness has passed before reopening classrooms. 

There was not enough direct communication from the top on a consistent basis. We understand that things were 
often decided on the fly or that changing situations required fluidity, but there often seemed to be some moving 
goalposts and conflicting policies. 
IT help desk website to report problems is not user friendly during these times. It has forced selection entries that 
do not allow for the problems we are having (several examples if needed). Just barely adequate interface during 
normal operations but certainly inadequate now. I am sensitive to these types of issues due to My IT job expertise 
before PBSC and teaching customer relations now. 

Be more patient with working circumstances beyond our control. 

Communication has been very lacking 

The college has responded pretty well but feel like I was assigned more tasks without being offered option if I could 
say no. Feel overwhelmed sometimes. 
I think the college made the right choice to cancel all face-to-face interactions and move everything online. I hope 
they make the best decision, based in science, about when to allow campuses to reopen. 
I think we need to find a way to offer more support to our students because some of them will not be forthcoming 
to tell us their needs. 
I feel sorry for the library staff that had to continue to work on campus long after most of us started working from 
home. I was very grateful and feel much safer to be able to work remotely. 
The tardiness and what has seemed to be apprehension in disclosing what areas of the college have been exposed 
to Covid-19.  Much info has been passed second hand, leaving questions about validity and concerns about safety. 

I really appreciate the readiness efforts by college and staff. It is recommendable. My sincere gratitude to all. 

All adjuncts could use a financial stipend for switch to remote work 

more transparency with communications 

The College has done an awesome job of responding.  Giving loaner laptops to students revealed a hidden need that 
is present all the time, but we don't see it under normal circumstances.  Some dubious "colleges" give each student 
a free laptop when they register.  PBSC might want to consider some kind of hardware program for students during 
regular times, not just during a pandemic.  It has made all the difference for some students. 

continue to be understanding and department wise be flexible as we are trying to beat this pandemic 
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I think the school has done a fantastic job! 

I think you have handled this whole situation really well. 

Due to the limitations of Panther Net working remotely, I operate at less than 100%. Also because Outlook didn’t 
load any archived folders, I have no way to review anything I stored in them. In the early days, the system crashed 
frequently. 

I feel that the college has been very supportive during this time. 

The Help desk has been extremely helpful . 

I think more consistent and timely communication is needed. 

More consistent and timely communication needed from District administrators to faculty 

no 

I think the colleges response was as good as they could have expected with the quick turn around. the impact on the 
hands on programs has been difficult but I think the staff and faculty have handled it great with the support of the 
college. 

na 

Due to the nature of the crisis, would like to see more information to stay up to date on the latest institutional 
responses and policies. 
I am being furloughed as of tomorrow, so you have not supported any of the above. It should be the college's 
responsibility to care for its highly skilled staff in this trying time, not use them as the first sacrifice to save money. 
No health insurance is provided either, which now means that I am still paying what normally would be half of my 
monthly income, from personal savings and hoping I can buy groceries without incurring too much additional credit 
card debt. 

The college has taken appropriate actions to respond the pandemic. 

The college has responded to COVID-19 as expected.  Everyone was scrambling to get process and procedures in 
place before closing in an emergency.  As for other ways to help, direct communication to staff from our top 
administrators. A video, a simple email like this one to inform staff of the situations that are present.  Many times 
staff does not receive any information until the very last minute which causes anxiety and panic in lower front-line 
staff.  I know top administration has the bulk of the work to perform, but it’s comforting and appreciative to hear 
from them directly. 

I am currently on leave as it is too difficult to work from home with 4 kids, but the college's response is great. 

I think we have done a great job in transitioning-and I call out many of our Professors who have had no previous 
experience teaching online format and are adapting & rising to the challenge.  My daughter has a Saturday class in 
the crime scene program and I sometimes overhear the zoom meetings.  The Professor is amazing-she is 
understanding, flexible and truly reaches out to her class. 

Improve the remote system. 

In the beginning, the college was slow to respond and the information sent out was at best, confusing.  Why is it that 
we wait for other colleges to make decisions before we take action?  Why can't we be the leader and set the 
example?  In a crisis, you need quick decisive action and leadership, which did not occur. 

I believe we have done a sufficient job in offering support to staff and faculty. 

Keep your employees employed. 

I think the response has been mostly positive in the way the College is handling it. 
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The definition of "essential" workers was overexaggerated by the College.  There is no valid reason to consider part-
time employees as essential and to allow them to work especially under a state and county wide safer at home 
order.  This action only adds to the potential spread and exposure rate. 

1. College reponse was good.  2. Staying connected to your staff and helping students to complete and graduate. 

n/a 

You have done an outstanding job. 

Today is May 30, 2020, and I still have students who do not have access to Internet or computers or Blackboard or 
Adobe programs. This will need to not be the case in the coming semesters if we are to be successful at online 
teaching. 
I believe the Affordability Taskforce recommended pricing laptops to take home over a year ago.  Of course we 
would never have had the number of laptops we needed for this unexpected event, but I wonder if it would have 
speed up the way we responded.  Going forward, I am sure it is difficult to get supplies, but I hope steps are taken to 
supply frontline staff as we consider reopening.  Even supplying masks if they are still being recommended. 

what measures have been taken to clean affected areas?  Who is doing the cleaning?  Are they trustworthy? 

The outstanding presence of out president! (please note the dripping sarcasm) 

NA 

I feel the college has been very unsupportive and untrusting of a transition that was thrust upon us and has put way 
more emphasis on our productivity than caring about their staff.  There has been little recognition that most of us 
have not been trained to do our work in this environment and little support to figure it out on the staff side of the 
house. 
I feel the College faculty/staff have responded amazingly.  It was a huge undertaking to move remotely.  However, 
we did it.  m   io 

I would like to know about various plans for Fall so we can all plan ahead 

I think the college did an excellent job. 

I am happy about the way the college quickly allowed for employees to work remotely and the support provided to 
do so. However, I am concerned that with the state of FL relaxing restrictions, we will be asked to come back to 
campus too soon and thus put students and staff at risk. The college can help by having the majority of staff 
continue to work remotely until the end of the summer semester. 
President Parker could be more present during this crisis. (We look to our leader to give us hope) The college could 
have been in better financial standing before this crisis to better deal with this crisis. 

less pressure and burden on advising staff, more down time daily weekly, no extended summer hours 

President Parker's messages to students should have happened earlier than it did. Miami Made, Broward Colleges, 
etc were already putting out video responses and social media messages before we did.  Those colleges also 
continued to send video messages from their president to their students (on social media too), compared to 
President Parker who appeared in three videos at the start of quarantine.  I think President Parker should've made a 
video message to faculty and staff. 
I teach a laboratory course as an adjunct. The laboratory curriculum is consistent across campuses and instructors. 
However, since going online there has been no advice, help, instruction, or recommendations from the full time 
faculty (including those responsible for writing the lab curriculum) about how to proceed. The lack of community, 
discourse, and help was and is frustrating. As an adjunct I always feel "on the outside" and this made it even more 
apparent that we are not valued or looked after. We generally have other full time jobs, and adding online 
laboratory course redesign was quite a burden, and certainly beyond the pennies we are paid. I teach at the college 
for the students, but the way I am consistently treated is causing me to rethink that. 
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Had I known the whole world would have shut down, I would have stayed in Connecticut. 

I thank PBSC is during a great job to inform all members feel better. 

Provide more funding for adjuncts to work on necessary projects remotely. 

Can't wait to get back to face-to-face teaching. 

More updates from administration and better communication. 

Give us the raise we never received in 2019 and the raise we need in 2020. 

I think the college has responded in the most appropriate way under the circumstance 

Very little input from faculty in decisions; President was not leading with communication; VERY poor communication 

Continue to communicate college decisions specifically plans to address the issues associated with reopening the 
campus. 
The College did a great job by allowing faculty/staff to work remotely, which tremendously reduced the probability 
of contracting COVID-19. 

I think it's been handled well. I think we should continue remote working for safety and less exposure 

I believe the college communication has not been what should be. Information about possible virus cases have not 
been shared and honestly I think they have been covered up while exposing staff to the risk of getting the virus 

keep working remotely until everyone can be tested 

I feel the overall response was done well, hindsight is 20/20 and we could have been a little more prepared on the 
front end of this but given the situation it was handled appropriately. 

I think communication from Administration has been somewhat muddled 

Some students depended on the college hardware and software to learn and complete their assignments. Not 
having the right platform (Windows), a second display or the appropriate graphics card hindered their learning and 
created additional stress. 
I am concerned at the fact that the Dental Hygiene program wants to see patients in June. I feel that it is too soon 
and is harmful to the public at this time. 

The Covid-19 "update" is too cumbersome. Each departments web page should have updates for remote services. 

The college needs to reinvent itself. Online classes as much as possible and a mobile workforce as much as possible. 
Let's be ready for the next hurricane and the next Covid. 
No, thank you for your support and ongoing communication.  I appreciate the cautious approach the College is 
taking in regards to the safety of staff and students. 

Don’t bring us back too soon. The safety of ALL is extremely important 

I am very glad that I was able to continue working from home using my home computer.  I have learned so much 
more about technology and software applications.  I was able to fix my scanner that wasn't scanning as a pdf 
anymore. I am proud of the technology available to us. 

The college needs to establish protocols for all departments. 

I think the college handled the situation as well as could be expected during this crisis 

I think the College has handled this crisis in a thoughtful and empathetic, and acted quickly to create a safe learning 
environment for everyone.  I was inspired by the way the faculty at Lox teamed together to help each other convert 
courses and learn new ways to teach. 
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I think the college was quick to respond to the outbreak. They were responded in a timely manner to meet the 
students and staffs needs in order to begin remote instruction. 

need to know of any students testing positive.  also need same info on any employees and which dept they work for. 

computers and internet access for students and faculty 

Thanks to the college. 

I feel that the college has responded very well to COVID-19 pandemic. I appreciate that I am able to work from 
home. 

Using 14 days sick leave is excessive. It would be better to take it without pay. 

The College Community has been a great support to our students and staff. 

Be more open about cases. Supplies to protect and clean.  Opening to soon is not good. 

More mindful wellness activities 

It would be nice if the president could call for a Skype meeting to personally speak to all concerned 

The initial information about closing was very confusing. First we were going to remain open with all the other 
colleges then the next day we were going to work remotely. I understand though that it was and is a confusing time 
I think the college was very wise in making the decision to allow remote instruction early on to avoid some of the 
situations others have been running into. I also hope this breaks the stereotype and concerns to the administration 
that working from home is possible and can be an added benefit given to employees to make work-home life more 
balanced 

I believe the College has done a great job in supporting faculty transition to remote learning. 

allowing people a break 

When the 1st person from PBSC was diagnosed with covid19, not enough details were given as to what part of the 
campus this person was concentrated so those of us who were working that day did not know if we should have 
been concerned or not.  PBSC failed to communicate those details. 

I'm grateful that we are able to work from home to protect the health of everyone. 

Clarify and describe new features associated with the course/lab offerings 

The College responded quickly and in the best interest of staff, faculty and students. 

No 

allow for smaller class sizes in the Summer session so my classes are not cancelled. 

n/a 

The College placed high expectations on IT staff to remain on the campuses to distribute equipment to faculty, staff 
and students. The College should have provided PPE supplies to IT and also been forthcoming with information 
regarding potential and positive cases on the campuses. IT staff were present in the locations of suspected cases, 
but were not informed about the cases until much later. Many IT staff felt as though they were putting themselves 
and their families at high risk due to possible exposure without the information and support from the College.  The 
staff only wants the best for the College Community; however, many felt there was a lack of understanding and 
support from Administration. 

no 
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Excellent job on taking immediate action to protect students and staff. 

In light of the circumstances of having to find a new normal, the College has been very responsive and supportive in 
providing services to our college community.  The technical services have been seamless in moving from my office to 
home enabling me to do my job without a break in abilities. 

I think the College has done a great job with the way this was handled. 

Working remotely is safe and working well for PBSC and needs to be considered/allowed more going forward. 

I am very happy that the college has provided me with a computer to teach. Other ways that the college can help 
during this time is to provide more training and support for BlackBoard. 

I think  the college has done a great job in responding to the COVID-19 crisis in all areas. 

The college has done a great job responding to the pandemic. 

Great response time to make a decision to keep us all safe. Thank you for the opportunity to work from home and 
maintain our job! 

It is horrible that the college furloughed so many people and you didn't guarantee their positions. Horrible 

No 

more PPE, hand sanitizer, gloves, masks 

I have been an OPS Math Tutor since 2016, specializing in nearly every area of math, and I was laid off in spite of a 
high student demand for statistics help. I was forced to get another job, and my students were left to do without the 
help that they needed. If there were budget cuts I can understand, but clearly the need for my services is still there. 
Recognizing and supporting faculty concerns with students' transition to remote instruction. e.g. helping students 
effectively navigate online learning expectations. Suggestion: Create online course tutorial similar to ELO course for 
fully online classes. 
You can’t other than giving us the same considerations that you are giving students- stay off campus and continue 
social distancing. 
Conference calls and Cluster meetings have been great, we need to revist processes of handling COVID-19 protocol 
and suspected but non-positive cases at the campus, with facilities and other staff who do not received a looping 
report that the person(s) are not confirmed, it leaves a lot of unanswered questions and fear for staff if their 
colleague was confirmed COVID-19 or not. 

Too many announcements with some requiring follow up clarification. 

Communication has been very timely 

I think this is an opportune time for the "head" to reach down to the other "body parts". In essence, for the head 
administration/leadership to reach down to all the functioning and working parts of the college (the body). My staff 
are fearful of losing their job, layoffs, coming back to the campus too fast, etc. and as middle management we have 
been doing our best to communicate what leadership wants now and for the future, including staffing wise. I know 
there will be changes in the future, and overall it would be nice to hear directly from admin what the changes are. 
Limited communication. I felt there was inconsistent per campus, one campus was open while another was, etc. We 
still have an idea of what is happening. 
We should have mandated Bb Gradebook years ago; and during Covid, Collaborate sessions for faculty. Some just 
sent notes, it caused student complaints and lack of connection. 

Provide more instructional support for online teaching for faculty. 

College is doing a great job for employees and students 
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Thank you for everyone working together to make sure we made the beat experience possible for the students with 
such short notice 
The college has responded really well to this situation, especially Distance Learning. I feel the students need more 
assistance with Computers and Internet access. Not sure if the college can help with that. 
During each meeting we are reminded at least twice that our jobs are 'on the line' and that is very stressful. I feel 
that I work hard to do my job each day, and being told constantly that I may be laid off is absurd. 

Because of my age, I am very concerned if we have to return before adequate safety measures are in place 

The math department chairs Barbara Sharp and Zalmond Amondazzo(?) really were helpful when I needed help 
setting up  my remote course. 

I would like occasional online staff meetings to see how others are dealing with the change. 

Just as many reminders as possible on procedures such as grade changes, pass/fail and how these processes are 
different now.  Also it would be nice to see examples of other faculty and what kind of suggestions and assignments 
they have their students do since it's all remote 

no 

I think we did great in responding to this crisis even though this is new for many 

Be cautious in returning to in-person classes 

The college has been very supportive, and so has my dean and our department. You have done a very good job 
under tough circumstances. 

Poor communication for faculty about changes that are being made. 

The administration has worked admirably but the college seems not to have allocated resources for additional help 
to faculty. 
Putting back the summer start & end schedule by two weeks was not fair to adjuncts Now we have nearly a month 
without pay in May, and personally I have had to cancel important traveling plans in August due to the extended 
summer term. 
PBSC has provided online resources/training/tools to faculty who were unfamiliar. E learning is doing a great job 
with helping faculty transition. 

More training- activities for collaborate that are engaging 

Love hearing from students regarding their successful remote learning experiences 

I have appreciated the way the online transition has been happened rather smoothly. 

followed guidelines 

Communication from upper administration has been very lacking. Decision making has been slow and poorly 
communicated to faculty AND students. 
I think for the most part, it was handled pretty good. What I didn’t like was lack of notification. When an area was 
quarantined some staff member were not notified or notified late. Had an incident were a room was quarantined 
but the cleaning staff wasn’t notified until after the fact. Then found out certain staff members knew about the area 
days before it was secured. 
I think everyone has done his or her best during a difficult time with no prior experience on which to depend!  My 
suggestion for fall classes:  Allow them to be hybrid.  Enroll 20-25 in each class but assign half the class to attend the 
face-to-face session one day a week and the other class half to attend a different day.  This will allow social 
distancing in the classrooms.  The other half of instruction would be online using Blackboard with Collaborate Ultra. 
I only have one concern as faculty. I am understanding and one that wants to get back to college/career life as quick 
as possible. I believe our response has been very appropriate given the times. However, I wish there was more of a 
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picture of what return of students will look like... such as smaller class sizes? Pre-screening? Or how to handle a-
symptomatic students... and how are we responding if an a-symptomatic student shows positive for covid. I 
completely understand that these are not easy answers or solutions. I certainly do not want to punish the majority 
for the minority. I also do not want to feel that there is nothing in place in the case that a spread happens within the 
classroom. 

Ensure that we have the proper technology to access and perform the work. 

Not to rush to open 

You're doing a great job + always keeping us informed 

The college did not provide sufficient instruction on transition to on-line learning. 

The communication about major decisions has been abysmal. The college had a major communication issue before 
this crisis, but this crisis has only exacerbated the issue. Also, I find it odd that we haven’t heard more information 
that comes directly from our president. It’s been bits and pieces in meetings and everyone has different information. 

no 

Do not be too quick to have staff come back on campus until there's some kind of better control over the virus 
spread. 
Unlike other state colleges and universities, PBSC was slow in response to closing its doors. As a result, I and several 
coworkers in my department, were exposed to COVID-19 on 3/16-3/17. When other schools were closed, we were 
open and exposed. Had PBSC taken immediate action, this would not have happened. 
The response from Administration was slow & as a result frustrating.  We found out about things almost the exact 
same time as the students versus in advance which I would have expected as an employee.  Having all my on ground 
classes already set up for years with using Gradebook/SafeAssign in Bb made it much easier for the students to 
transition to remote learning as they were already familiar with checking Bb every week for their grades & additional 
resources I provide. I would suggest encouraging faculty to have that at minimum for their on ground classes to 
build students knowledge/familiarity with the online platform.  Most employer training is done in some form of 
online so it is a necessary skill set the students need to master. 

please do not rush to reopen the doors. nervous for a second round of infections. 

Should have had stay at home sooner and hope and pray they do not decide we have to come back on campus too 
soon. 
I am in the high-risk category. Can I continue to teach my class on-line in the Fall? My class was already in hybrid 
format. 

The college lacked the ability to make timely decisions. 

Horribly. Waited way too long to close the area where I was working and then never followed up with me to 
approve me for remote work so I’ve just been completely out of that revenue without even an e-mail or a phone call 
from my supervisor to say thank you for your work but we can’t use you right now. Completely unprofessional and 
unacceptable. I probably won’t return if offered my part time position back. 

I feel confident and comfortable with the way the college has addressed this crisis 

There was a lack of cleaning supplies before the college closed. 

Communication could have been better 

PBSC administration, faculty and staff have been supportive and available. 

Communicate directly with faculty. Stop waiting for the BoT to give their stamp of approval on your plans. We 
waited weeks to hear basic information that was essential to the planning of our summer semester. It is clear that 
communication with the people who keep this school afloat is not a priority of this administration. 
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Communication to faculty first so we are sure we give accurate information to students 

I am a clinical instructor at one of the hospitals. My colleagues and I were abruptly furloughed and provided with 
little to no information. I know for a fact other clinical instructors were given the ability to distance teach. At least 
for a little while to have time to prepare for lay-off. I applied for unemployment 3/15 and I just received my first 
payment of $275 yesterday 4/29. I certainly do not feel like I am a valued employee because I am “just” adjunct 
faculty. Information from my director has been nonexistent. 

The college failed at not offering students the pass/fail option. 

Need to create a structural work plan for the Financial Aid department employees 

The college services going remote was extremely helpful to maintain safety but keep all the services going. 

email sign in verification system does not work for my phone. IT department could not fix the problem 

Please provide faculty with training and coaching to use Blackboard. I have received too many concerns from 
students that faculty only emailed class assignments or had no idea how to use the technology to teach the class. 
Can a crisis manager be identified to communicate consistently to staff. No emails but a person to speak with and 
can answer questions. 

As a part time employee being furloughed, I would like to know whether I will have a job to come back to 

i am very impressed in the great way that the College has responded to COVID-19 

With all due respect, you can make an effort to pay your faculty at least in part, for the endless hours we worked to 
prepare for remote teaching that was not even remotely included in our base pay. No one should be expected to 
work for free just to keep a job. 
I think the College has responded appropriately to the Covid-19 pandemic crisis. Other ways the College can help at 
this time is to keep informed via trustworthy and scientifically sound sources to base any future decisions and not on 
"what everyone else is doing." Rash decisions that put lives at risk will only put profit at risk in the end. The reason 
we are surviving is due to the fast and strong measures the College took in response. If the College gets lax and 
brings people back to the campuses, students may get sick. Those students will no longer be a profit. If staff and 
faculty gets sick, we have less resources and risk losing the profits from other students. Haste makes waste. If we 
stay remote for a while, we might lose a little. If we go back to campus, we could lose everything. 
I hope that the administration sees and acknowledges the tremendous effort the faculty have made to ensure 
courses continue and students succeed during this time. The administration needs to value the Faculty and ensure 
proper financial compensation to faculty. 
I believe the College has done well in managing the matter and ensuring we have equipment or resources to work 
remotely.  I believe the College should think more realistically about the fact that life may never be the same, at 
least until there is a vaccine for this virus. That means it may be a long time (at least year) before anyone will truly 
feel comfortable being in large crowds. So plan accordingly and don't wait until the last minute to consider backup 
plans. Expect the best, but plan for the worse case scenarios and communicate that information. Please remind the 
leaders to avoid unnecessary meetings that lack substance. Come with an agenda because we are still working. 
On of the biggest problems (and frustration) is communication.  Information does not get to everyone that needs 
this info (example - 1st day of fall registration).  Other information is incomplete or contradictory (the COVID-19 
page still has incorrect info on Summer and Fall term that was posted 12 days ago).  Information needs to get 
directly to those who need it (and NOT depend on a "trickle down" chain of communication).  When new or updated 
info is posted on a webpages (academic calendar, class meeting calendar) people need to be informed that new info 
is available (not just hope that they will go looking for it and "discover it").  Also, knowing some of the issues being 
discussed by the college leadership (even when decisions have not yet been made) is helpful.  Knowing that the 
college leadership is discussing "X" and that they are hoping for a decision by "Y" is very reassuring to faculty/staff, 
as opposed to wondering what the college is doing about "X" (if anything at all). 
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The College reacted swiftly and put into place an excellent alternative given the extreme circumstances. 

Providing supplies and hardware for faculty to teach remotely 

The communication and genuine concern the administration has shown for faculty and students has been uplifting 

Great job so far with response. Please keep an open mind about allowing some supervisors to decide with their 
individual staff if they can continue to work from home for a reasonable time & when they feel safe to return as long 
as work can be done remotely. 
I just want to say how GRATEFUL I am to have a job and to be able to work remotely. I would teach well above my 
load if I could continue to work remotely. I hope you will make that possible. 

No 

I appreciate that the College did go remote but unfortunately, I got COVID19 

The decision to move to remote instruction was taken extremely late. 

Communicate better, everyone is saying different things. Upper management seems not in touch with the everyone. 

Better communication from administrations. Total transparency from administrations is very much needed during 
these times. And a stipend for faculty would be beneficial. We're working more from home and that should be 
recognized. So a stipend would be greatly appreciated! 
Communication has not always been clear. Administration should be aware of the huge change in terms of time and 
planning required for effective remote teaching. 
College has not addressed the emotional aspect for change to remote work setup. It has been treated like business 
as usual. Lack of empathy as we moved to this situation. 
The most difficult part was not being able to access the office and classrooms to be able to teach effectively.  Having 
a designated, safe space to be able to use a classroom with whiteboard and computers would have been extremely 
helpful.  Sitting for hours at a computer 7 days a week to conduct class meetings, record videos, respond to emails 
and have meetings with colleagues has taken a toll on my physical health and well-being. 
I wouldn't mind having social-type or supportive meetups with other staff members at this time. It can be very 
isolating, and I would love to be able to connect with colleagues in a peer support setting to support one another's 
mental health during this time. 
PBSC has responded very quickly and very appropriately by acting in concert with other universities around the 
United States. 
More consistent communication with faculty and staff is needed. It adds to stress if we are not made aware of what 
is going on - even if a final decision has not yet been made, it is helpful to know that discussions are happening. 
More careful planning for the Health Sciences programs. We are highly affected in clinicals, skills, and labs. Lack of 
funding in our program limited our response options, and  faculty had to assume a great deal of content creation, 
polish and implementation. A faculty stipend would be helpful to dim the financial burden we experience. 
I think that the college has done a good job considering the circumstances, but believe unfortunately some of our 
students and faculty shifted away. 

way too many emails. I appreciate the effort to keep everyone informed but it was overwhelming. 

Lack of pay for adjuncts for the amount of work this took was not worth it. 

College should provide as much online classes on technology and send information on how to access this 
information directly to adjuncts. 
The Summer shift can be concerning. District wide communication is a bit lacking compared to other institutions 
(Broward had regular town halls) 

No continuation of my income 
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The college has provided inconsistent information on multiple occasions; it would be nice for all campuses to have 
the same information at the same time. It would also be nice to hear from our college president. 
It was challenging, especially this is the first time for us to do remote proctoring outside the campus. I am happy on 
how the college has responded with the situation knowing that their first priority is the safety of the staffs/faculty 
and students. 
I realize this is a new situation for everyone, and I appreciate how the College has responded, putting employees' 
and students' health as priorities. 

Great new tools available to many more faculty 

I think PBSC did a great job considering the circumstances. 

My supervisor Dean McClendon has been an amazing cheerleader and resource.  As a chair, I have helped my 
adjuncts transition to remote learning.  I find that many faculty members have had to upgrade their internet to the 
fastest speeds that accommodate the biggest bandwidths because they have to share a connection with working 
spouses and K-12 children receiving remote instruction.  A stipend to help pay for this service which is vital to our 
job would be most helpful. 
Really enjoyed the teamwork and relationship building through this difficult time. We have learned and put 
protocols in place that will help in the future. 
Consistent communication from a single reliable source both to us and the students... If something changes it should 
be noted everywhere of the change. 
I am working on my tiny personal laptop. I do not have a desk. My back hurts. I am an exempt employee. I would 
appreciate my boss encouraging a set schedule with guaranteed break times that I can count on. I need this for my 
mental health. 
My part time position at the library is being furloughed when there is still work to be done for me. This is going to 
possibly send me into financial ruin. 
I am a student worker in the Advising department. The college will continue to pay us until the end of the Spring 
Semester, which i highly appreciate. I was also onboard to work throughout summer, and that isn’t happening for 
me anymore. Which is concerning since that is my only source of income and i know many other International 
Students like me can relate to. The limitation of our Visa’s will not allow us to work any other place but on campus. 
So i would like to for the college to think about us and see if there is a possibility we could still work from home in 
order to get paid. I am a new student orientation leader and i would be more than happy to do online orientations 
since i really love my job and it would really help keep me and new students sane. Thank you! 

Appreciate that the College Administration has adjusted so quickly and has kept my employed. 

I think the College and administration are doing the best that they can and their efforts are to be commended. 

I appreciate being able to work from home and I believe it has been successfully implemented by the college! 

I believe that the college responded appropriately to the Covid pandemic. I believe in the closures and truly believe 
we have helped to lower the curve. 

The support for clock-hour programs as always is none. 

The college furloughed my spouse, that is going to negatively impact our household. 

 


